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Gas Bottle Storage Cage with Fixed
Shelf - Small

Product Images

Short Description

Gas Bottle Storage Cage fixed Shelf - Small - 1080 x 760 x 1285mm

Description

The small gas bottle storage cage has been designed primarily as a secure storage unit for building sites and
mines. The lockable gate, mesh sides and galvanised roof sheeting ensure security for gas bottles and other
site gear. Forklift provision under the cage along with stacking lugs underneath for transport means it is easy
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to pick up with a forklift and move on site, or transport between sites. The fixed shelf is suitable for 12x9 kg
gas bottles. This storage cage is also suitable for other uses where easy access and excellent security is
necessary.

Gas cylinder cages are an important safety and security measure on building sites, and it is a requirement on
construction sites that if you need to move gas bottles using a forklift or crane, they must be in a cylinder
storage cage. This small gas cylinder cage is easily moved by crane or forklift for safe transport.

The heavy duty steel forklift-ready cage weighs 160kg and the sheet metal shelves allow for easily sliding
bottles to the back of the cage. The standard finish on the cage is zinc plated for corrosion resistance.

Features:

Working Load Limit (WLL): 250kg
Unit Weight: 106kg
Measures 1080 mm wide x 760 deep x 1285mm high
Capacity to fit 12 x 9kg BBQ size gas bottles when using the shelf
Shelf Space: 540mm
Zinc plated
Tamper-proof gate hinges
Strong mesh sides for easily viewing the contents of the cage, fitted with bump rails on the mesh
Raised base design keeps bottles up off the floor and allows for forklifting
Top stacking lugs fit into feet when storing or transporting multiple cages at once - Stack up to 3 high when
empty, and 2 high when fully loaded

Additional Information

CODE 64-GSBCT1212F

U.O.M Each

Finish Zinc plated
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